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Explore:

• High % of N2E learners arriving throughout KS2.
• Challenging for pupils to leave KS2 achieving age-related 

expectations. 
• School’s weakest outcomes in all key stages have been in reading 

(Ofsted 2018).  
• Continue to raise attainment in reading with the first area to be 

developed being Reading for Pleasure. 
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Why Reading for Pleasure?



Staff development:

Baseline data trends:
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• Limited knowledge of children’s authors 
(celebrity authors),

• Foundation/KS1 staff were confident with 
picture books but not novels and the 
opposite was found in KS2,

• All staff had a limited knowledge of 
poetry and poets.

• 3.5/6 for their knowledge of the children’s reading habits 
and preferences in class.

• 2.5/6 for their knowledge of children’s reading habits at 
home.

• 4/6 for how often children chose what they were reading.
• 4/6 for how often they encouraged children to discuss 

texts during independent reading time. 

Survey averages:



Children’s development:

Baseline data trends:
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• Most children stated their 
favourite book was the one the 
teacher was reading at that time,

• Children had limited knowledge 
of authors and texts, 

• Some children named books that 
were decodable (for reading 
instruction) and were therefore 
lacking enjoyment.

“The children’s surveys
suggested that some children who regularly 
said, ‘I love reading,’ did not actually mean 
it.” Y4 teacher



Focus children:

Context:

• 6 children in each class (90 children 
Nursery-Y6),

• Chosen by the CT for showing 
reluctancy towards reading or being 
at a disadvantage,

• Reading attainment was vulnerable to 
achieve end of year expectations.

Focus strands:
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- Teachers’ knowledge of children’s literature.
- Pedagogy: Informal book talk.

RfP at BVCS



Prepare:

Aims:

Teacher knowledge of children’s 
literature.

Action(s): 
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- Weekly book clubs,
- Professional Development Meetings,
- Shared areas to find texts, e.g. award-winners, OU 

website, Simon Smith, The Reader Teacher, CLPE,
- Ordering new and bold texts (award-winners),
- Sharing research,
- Read aloud workshop, 
- Themed baskets,
- Displays.

“I always felt my practice was good but, 
at the same time, was limited due to my 
lack of knowledge of children’s literature 
(authors and genres). I have always tried 
to expand my horizons but this 
concentrated effort has pushed me to 
explore much further.”
Y5 Teacher



Prepare:

Aims:

Informal book talk

Action(s): 
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- Improve teachers’ knowledge of children’s 
literature,

- Children’s weekly book clubs,
- Reading Events,
- Displays to encourage book talk,
- Establish reading relationships,
- Reading ambassadors,
- Timetabled RfP time,
- Staff training on informal book talk,
- New and bold (award-winning) texts.



Deliver:

Key Strategies:
Teacher knowledge of children’s literature
- Staff weekly book clubs,
- Sourcing award-winning texts,
- Professional Development Meetings.

Impact/evidence:
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Teachers have been…
- making informed book choices for their class,
- sourcing their own award-winning texts,
- using resources to find texts, e.g. TheReaderTeacher.com,
- establishing reading relationships with each other,
- keen to share texts in the weekly book club and make 

recommendations to one another,
- more confident with their knowledge and can make 

informed recommendations to children,
- confident when engaging in informal book talk,
- reading with expression and bringing stories to life,
- prioritising RfP within their daily timetable.



Deliver:

Key Strategies:

Informal book talk 
- Children’s weekly book clubs,
- Immersive, social reading environments,
- Book events,
- Reading ambassadors,
- Prioritising RfP in the daily timetable,
- Investing in quality texts.

Impact/evidence:
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Children have been…
- spontaneously chatting about books,
- reading regularly and are engaged,
- keen to share texts and recommend to others,
- choosing to read more regularly in continuous provision,
- asking teachers about their preferences and also what 

they would recommend for them,
- choosing to read books at playtimes and lunch times,

69% of KS1 children stated they love reading (increased by 
11%)
67% of KS2 children stated they love reading
(increased by 14%)



Children’s weekly
Book clubs 
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“I love book club 
because it means I can 
share my favourite books 
from home. Can we 
please do book club 
before Friday? It’s my 
favourite time of the 
week and I can’t wait.” 
Y3 child, age 8

“Reading is a social venture and I have 
observed how children like to share their 
interests with one another as opposed to 
always answering teachers’ questions. 
This has adjusted my approach to 
reading and book talk as I now see the 
importance of informality.” Y6 Teacher 



Social Reading 
Environments
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“I like to read in the 
reading corner as it’s 
calming and 
comfortable. I could 
cuddle the fish and 
pretend I’m the funny 
fish in the poem.”

(Y2 child, age 6)“The reading area was turned into a cosy, inviting area with 
cushions and bean bags. Each shelf had a theme; either by 
author, or topic, such as jungle animals.” F1 Teacher 



Reading Events
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“It was lovely to 
listen to a story with 
my child and have 
an insight into the 
stories they read at 
school.” (KS2 
parent)

We know that regularly reading stories or novels 
outside of school is associated with higher scores in 
reading assessments (PIRLS, 2006; PISA, 2009)



Impact:
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SEND Hub

100% progress in reading attainment, vocabulary scores and choosing the reading area/ den more 
regularly.

Nursery

There was a 33% increase in children choosing the reading provision from December to June.

FS2

100% of children in FS2 scored significantly higher scores on the vocabulary test (Renfrew). 100% of 
children were choosing the book area more regularly in continuous provision.

KS1

100% of practice SATS reading comprehension scores have increased. Many scores increasing by 10 
marks + 

KS2

In Y6, 20% of children were scoring expected scores in reading at the beginning of the year. Now, 57% of 
children are scoring expected scores.             

Attainment:



Impact:
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Attitudes

Observations

“Y2 child B has not swapped his book
for two weeks! He is now also reading silently
without distraction.”

“Y4 child has been bringing in their
own books more frequently which wasn’t 
happening before. This has led to
increased discussions out on the playground and 
on the ramp whilst the child waits for parents at 
the end of the day.”

“ Y3 child H related his personal experiences of grief 
with the book ‘Farther’ by Grahame Baker- Smith and 
later said it was his favourite book because it made  
him understand loss in more depth.”

“ F1 child H accesses the story bag making links to the 
story. She takes out each item and creates a park scene 
putting the duck into water.”

“ Y6 Child L said he likes reading because he unlocks his 
own imagination but feels better afterwards when he 
realises it is fictitious.”



Impact:
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Attitudes

Pupil voice

“Reading is like the tele without the 
electricity.” Y2 child

“Reading makes me feel smarter. It 
makes me feel like a bird because it 
can take me anywhere.”
Y1 child

“To be honest Miss, 
reading is my favourite
thing to do now.” Y3 child

“I like reading because 
I learn new things 
and become more
educated.” Y4 child

“I’ll read anywhere as long 
as I have a good book.” Y6 child
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From the baseline data, it showed that many KS1 children 
could not name many/any authors or texts. Many Y1 
children could only name the ‘Floppy Phonics’ decodable 
books.

This final data shows that many children can name a variety 
of texts and some authors.

RfP at BVCS
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From the baseline data, it showed that many KS2 
children were naming texts but no authors.
Many children were choosing authors who were
more appropriate for younger children. Many 
children
could not name any texts which were their 
favourite.
Many chose:

Michael Morpurgo
Roald Dahl
Julia Donaldson
Jacqueline Wilson
David Walliams

This final data shows that many children can 
name a variety of texts and some authors.

Before:

After:



Staff knowledge
of children’s
literature

Presentation Title
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Staff have been proactive
in broadening their knowledge
of not only new texts but also
new authors and poets. Staff
have targeted their individual 
gaps in knowledge and have
shared their recommendations
with the children.
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Sustain:

- Continue with weekly book-clubs in staff 
meetings,

- Continue to invest in quality texts to share,
- Continue to vary the texts used in 

classrooms,
- Continue to make time for reading aloud 

and independent reading time in the school 
day.

- - Focus on reading habits at home.
- - Teachers to pass on information for 

transition.

RfP pedagogy

Informal booktalk:

RfP at BVCS
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Teacher knowledge of 
children’s literature:

- Continue with weekly book-clubs in classes,
- Continue to record 

preferences/recommendations on displays,
- Continue using reading ambassadors to ignite 

interest,
- Continue to use reading events to encourage 

discussions.



Reading makes that possible!
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Together, at Broom Valley Community School, 
we dare to dream big!

Any questions?
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